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5 THINGS TO KNOW

What we do 
We develop highly engaging
tailor-made eLearning courses
and modules. We customise
and implement our one-of-a-
kind collaborative LMS! 
 
 
 
Why do we do what we do? 
Because we believe truly
fantastic digital solutions
enable and engage people,
helping them learn and achieve
more. 
 
 
 
How do we do it  
We create powerful learning
experiences that increase
engagement and obtain
results. 
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W H A T E V E R  Y O U R
C H A L L E N G E , 

we're here to help 

 

What we can do for you 
We can transform your eLearning modules
into highly engaging content. 
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Who are we? 
We're full service eLearning content developers. 
 
 



T H E  P O W E R  O F  E N G A G I N G  C O N T E N T

Elearning is any shape or form of
‘learning that is delivered,
enabled or mediated using

electronic technology for the
explicit purpose of training in
organisations’ (CIPD, 2009).   

Elearning allows you to learn anywhere

and anytime and it can be a very rich

learning experience that can even

surpass the level of training you might

experience in a typical classroom.  

 

Online training tools are one of the best

ways to ensure all staff involved in the

work of the organisation is fully

informed with the latest guidelines,

best practices, and necessary skills to

work together and perform at their

best. 

 

We believe in



READY TO GO BEYOND
BORING CONTENT ?

ELEARNING!

BOOST YOUR BOOST YOUR 

ELEARNING!



P O W E R F U L L Y . . .  D I F F E R E N T

Learner-centric 

We produce highly engaging content that we then

transform into an eLearning format. 

 We combine customisable, engaging content and

exercises which stimulate application into your

organisation, hence enabling organisations to

develop their staff across multiple locations and

measure results from training. One thing is for sure,

we are not your typical eLearning provider and we

don't have a traditional approach. 

 

Our eLearning courses put the learner at the centre

of its design to create a coherent and pleasant

learner journey. We design our Elearning courses to

be a self-paced, hands-on learning which uses an

active and participatory methodology.  

 

Engaging 

We use Gamification and game theory to create a

competitive layer and engage the audience. Learners

earn points and badges as they complete key tasks and

milestones. We also create challenges for learners to

earn bonus points for completion of activities in less

time and with better scores. 

 

Challenging 

Increases learning retention  

Gamification helps people

internalize better the content as

they relate to it differently, as

opposed to a traditional job aid

reading for example.   

 

Improves employee engagement
Gamification rewards people for

well-performed tasks, and hence

strengthens intrinsic motivation.   

When a productive and positive

learning environment is in place

engagement is higher in the

workplace. 

Why do we use gamification? 



O U R  P O R T F O L I O

The stories we tell

Elearning modules developed on
safety at work in construction sites. 

 
Included gamification aspect for
identifying hazards at work, and

scenarios for the prevention of risks
and accidents. Certification of
training when learner acquired

relevant badges.

Online workspace developed for staff
members to access a personal

account throughout their employee
journey. 

 
Included access to personalised
content, to individual learning
opportunities and to company

products such as compensation and
benefits. 

 

Elearning developed for
wholesale warehousing.   

 
Included gamified content such as a storage
game, with learners earning extra points for

storing items correctly and in less time. 



eLearning modules and content on
Performance Management, included in a

wider virtual programme on Team
Management. 

 
Included content and resources, tools and
methods for ensuring team management is

done according to internal standards.
Scenario-based learning with multiple

situations and feedback on how to improve
own management skills. 

 

 eLearning course on Recruitment practices, with
structured and sequential modules: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Scenario-based learning with multiple situations
and feedback on how to improve recruitment

plans and interviewing skills. 
 

 
Module 1: Identify vacancy and evaluate need. 
Module 2: Develop vacancy description and skills. 
Module 3: Develop and initiate recruitment plan. 
Module 4: Review applications and shortlist. 
Module 5 5: Conduct Interviews. 
Module 6: Select Hire and next steps 
   
 

Online Leadership Journey developed for staff
members to access a personal path to develop

their Leadership skills. 
 

Included access to tailored content, to internal
leadership experiences and to mentors within

the company. 
 



BOOST YOUR
ELEARNING!

ENGAGEMENT!

SPEED UP LEARNER SPEED UP LEARNER 

ENGAGEMENT!



W H Y  U S E         E L E A R N I N G ?our

It reduces the time taken away from the office, removes travel

costs and printing costs for training materials, hence helping

you to save money and increase workplace productivity. 

 

Cost effectiveness and efficiency 
 

            Each and every learner is trained using the same training basis

with a training package, which creates a coherent, complete and

articulate dissemination of knowledge and skills among all staff.  

 

On top of this, the learning experiences we create are personalised

according to individual needs and interests (adaptive learning). 

Our eLearning content allows people to advance at their own pace

and to review the course whenever they need them most. 

 

Consistency and personalisation 
 

One of the great advantages of using us as eLearning provider is

that our eLearning content is prepared and makes it easy to track

and prove progress for staff. This allows you to see first-hand how

learners have completed modules and if they are still  experiencing

difficulty in any of the topics. 

 

Tracking learning progress

Benefits to your company 
 

We make our eLearning to be accessible on laptops, tablets or mobile phone.

They can even be available independently if your learners have an internet

connection or not. 

We also create eLearning content and modules accessible to people with

disabilities such as visual or hearing impairment. 

 

Accessibility 
 



W H Y  U S E         E L E A R N I N G ?our

We create eLearning content that learners love, and

that is focused on boosting learner engagement. And

yes, this is also possible even with compliance training!

After all,  if a learner is not engaged while learning, he/

she will remember less from it and is less likely to

implement the learnings in own work. 

 

We make content the 'queen' of our approach, as we

believe that we can only drive behavioural change and

gain a return on investment when making the content

relevant, impactful and practical. 

 

 

The learner is king, the content is queen 
 

Online learning can take place anytime, anywhere and

does not require a group to be reunited. By choosing

when to complete a module, learners are more available

and predisposed to learn and disruptions are minimised. 

We use microlearning for training your staff on issues

that are crucial to your company, all with just a few

minutes per day. 

 

 

Learning flexibility  
 
 

Our eLearning content is designed having 'actions and practices' as a

centrepiece. We develop the learning experience so that there is a

direct application of the content onto the workplace.  

This makes learners a) recall information instantly, 2) retain learning

in their memory for longer, and c) apply it back to their work, creating

genuine behaviour change. 

 

Benefits to your learners 
 

Practical application: impact on an everyday basis  
 
 



O U R  A P P R O A C H

How about making your dream eLearning

content come true with us?  

 

At Chameleon, we not only live and breathe eLearning, but we

also dream about some awesome eLearning projects. True story :) 

We develop remarkable eLearning content
To ensure your people are fully prepared and geared

with the latest practices and necessary skills to work

together and perform at their best

We partner with you from start to finish. 

 

We collaborate with you to understand your business drivers and

goals, your context and constraints, your people needs and your

crucial requirements.  

 

We identify how to maximise the impact of eLearning in your

business strategy and we present you with solutions that fit  

your budget and timeline. 

 

 

 

 
www.learningchameleon 
contact@learningchameleon.com         +32 488 96 96 74  

 


